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 foreword 

 RHIC and also 10-100 GeV experiments 

 Heavy quarkonia production  

 Open heavy  flavours   

 comments 
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 Centered on RHIC results - at the moment 
mostly phenix d-Au - with some extensions 
from lower collision energies 

 Very rich domain, a lot of progress has been 
made in the last 10-20 years, especially for 
quarkonia. Will not cover everything (  is the 
subject of this past and future network)  

 Are there  peculiar trends, beyond the 
« average one »,  possibly signature of one of 
the expected  cold nuclear effects ?  

 Thanks to the organizers of this meeting  for 
the opportunity of exchanges.  
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Heavy flavors:    a  probe of the medium  
 In particular the interest of  
the quarkonias ,  sensitive to  
screening in QGP 

 
 The sharing between these effects  
 need to be determined  
  
   cold « nuclear » matter effect needs to be 

understood unambiguously  
 
 Two main classes ?   
 -  associated with Nuclei (shadowing,  CGC…  
 - associated  with collision (Eloss, absorption, 

breakup,  comovers 
(in fact together in « higher twist ») 
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H.Satz  hep-ph 0609197  2006  
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Starting from 
parametrizatio
n shadowing-
antishadowing 
EMC , 
 for gluons 

Using  
(Y, Pt) -> Xt or XP 

From R.Vogt PRC 71, 054902 (2005) 

One finally transforms the 
effect  as a function of rapidity  

EMC 

Anti-
shadowing 

shadowing 

For 
ψ 
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Previous saporegravis 
network produced a 
beautiful database ! In 
HEP DATA  

Exp. √S Ycm p-A measured  Ycm
(n-n) domain 

Star 200 5.36 d-Au D,  ee  |η|<1 

Phenix 200 5.36 d-Au e, µ, ee ; µµ |η|<0.35 & 1.2-2.1   

Hera-B 41.6 C, Ti, W D° D+Ds..   -0.15<XF<-0.05 

E866 38.8 3.7 Be Fe W µµ  0<XF<1 

E789 38.8 3.7 Be Au  D°, Ď° 0<XF<0.08 

NA50 29.1 3.44 Be Al Cu Ag W Pb µµ 0<Y<1 

NA60  17.5 2.9 Be Al Cu In W Pb U µµ 0.3<Y<0.8 

NA3 19.4 3. H2, Pt µµ 0<XF<0.8 



 pA   cross sections :  alpha 
parameter  

     

 RpA: production ratio  between 
pA and  pp*Ncoll    [well suited 
for centrality domain, for 
instance Rcp central/peripheral, 
and one system] 

Also, a traduction of RpA or   can 
be performed, for instance to get an 
equivalent absorption cross section 
(exponential alternative to A  
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pA   = k A
 

NA60 
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A suppression as a function of the longitudinal 
variable,  which is also a general trend  in soft 
productions: the assymetry of the Y distribution 
associated to the assymetry of the p-A collision  

pA α  A   

Should scale with parton X2 ?   

Phobos  PRC 72 031901 

Nch 

NA60 PLB 706 2012 263 

General increase of the effect  with XF  
Effect decreasing with increasing energy 

( If abs, it increases with Y) 

Lourenco et al. : no universal  
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Collider 
from p to U,  
3 to 500 
GeV/n, 
p polarized 

Impressive increase of 
luminosity during the last 
decade   
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STAR, Jaroslav Bielcik, Hard Probes 2013 

Phenix and Star Results in agreement 
Suppression of J/ψ  ,    consistent with  effect of 
shadowing  and nuclear absorption 

Also:  PHENIX and 
STAR  observe the 
decrease is at low PT 
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Suppression, increasing with rapidi ty and 
with centrality .  Can be quite reproduced 
with structure function+shadowing, and 
nuclear absorption  

Slope is sensitive to  the 
thickness  dependence of the 
suppression  in the nucleus  

Y 

Mais ce qui est important c’est 
qu’on est sensibles a la forme 
de la suppression !  Donc a sa 
nature !!(absorption fixe, 
EPS09,  … )  

Y 

R
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RdAu: average dAu effect 
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<PT
2>   Increases   with Pt. 

       Cronin multiple scattering effect   

PHENIX PRC87, 034904 (2013) 

 gluon distributions are not  very well known, 
but even  assuming shadowing antishadowing 
similar to  quarks,   
 
the assymetry backward/forward and Pt 
distribution are  not simultaneously reproduced  

   more Increase in backward Y (Au going) 
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In the backward 
region the 
shadowing 
model leads to a 
decrease with Pt  
 

Whereas they 
compare  in 
peripheral reactions,  
 
backward and 
forward RdAu have 
different evolution 
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~Phenix PRL96 012304 

Long standing puzzle with X2….  
QCD factorization violated by 
higher twist mechanisms 
D.Kharzeev Nuc Phys 1770 2006 40, 
citing Brodsky 1991  

Mike Leitch, 
BNL 01/2013 

This shows that the « shadowing » is not 
the main effect (S.Peigné QWG2013)  

The parton distribution in the nucleus is not clearly  
the cause 

Another explanation:  the « soft »  
interactions (Eloss),  in the travel across the  
medium, could reproduce both Y and Pt 
distribution, for all energies and quarkonia,  
with only one parameter  

Arleo, 
Peigné, 
1212.0434 
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Mc Glinchey, Frawley Vogt  1208.2667 

At mid and backward (heavy one) rapidity 
the absorption depends on the time spent by 
the particle  in the target  (α  L/γ) 

Separate absorption  
(EPS09 NLO) from shadowing , 
by fitting rapidity  distributions   
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Y’ 
PHENIX arXiv:1305.5516 

Another surprise:  much more important suppression for  
Y’ than for the Y  

The Y’ is expected to melt before the J/Y, due to its  larger radius 
and smaller binding energy.  It is observed in SPS H.I.collisions, 
but not expected in d-Au at RHIC due to the smaller available 
time 
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arXiv:hep-ph/9907286 

Unexpected difference between Y’ 

and Y suppression at the beginning 
of the formation process.    

more quarkonia species become 
available  

prospects for the study of the 
quarkonia suppression with 
respect to their binding energy  
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(Borrowed 
from Manuel 
Calderon de la 
Barca,  
WWND 2013) 

Rakotozafindrabe  al  2012     1207.3193 

Final values published 
soon (0.67 ?) 
 
          Additional cold 
matter suppression  

2009 pp  

Probing gluon EMC 
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Low statistics, then no significant 
constraint.  Reasonable agreement 
with NLO calculations  
 
Suggests a backward suppression, 
 
 could be induced  by  the parton 
distributions   (EMC effect) 
 
A possible atypical  behaviour 
of hard production  (%soft) 
 
  a unique PDF effect ?     
(+cf J/psi ?)  
                      Or nuclear break up ?  
 

E772  
PRL66 
2285 (1992) 
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« EMC » effect ? 
(for gluons)  

(If confirmed 
with more 
precision) 

Eloss   

Or  

+ breakup ?   

(Y<0) 



Open flavor originates from the same production mechanism 
as quarkonia  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Single leptons from HF Harder  than quarkonia to extract:  
must be separated from the contribution  from low masses 
mesons   
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   c        ->   D (*, ̅, 0, +,s ….)  

                         ->  D+,- or  D0 or Ds
+,- 

 (~16%) (~7%) (~7%)                  -> lepton + anything 

(also  b->  B->D + X  )  [*] 

[*]  a correlated component of like sign dimuons has been 
extracted (L.Patel, DIS2013) 

H.Satz this morning:   we have to 
consider the ratio  hidden/open HF 

(Nelson, Vogt, Frawley 
arxiv:1210.4610 : aim at 
calculating quarkonia from 
model tuned on open flavor 
production in pp ) 

One way:  single leptons:   
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- Peripheral collisions:   RdAu~1 
- With centrality 
Low Pt: 
Increase in backward (Au) domain 
Decrease in forward (d) domain 

Central rapidity 
domain: compares 
with backward one  
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Archiv 1310.1005 

With  centrality 
 
-  d rapidity hemisphere:  
 
Similar suppression for 
hidden and open 
 
Au hemisphere 
 
Quarkonia suppression 
(smaller) 
Reverse behaviour for 
openHF : 
 increase of Open HF  
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PRD83 2011 052006 

RHIC               p-p    NPE   
 STAR and PHENIX  measurements 
are consistents,  and with FONLL  
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2009 measurement, PRD 86 072013 

(From C.Kikola , DIS 2013)  

d-Au: 

PRL 94 (2005) 62301 

RdAu displays a clear increase 
Also for D production. 
 
RHIC  results  contrasts with HERA B 
and E789 results (α~1)  ?   (Y~0) 
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Mike Leitch BNL pA workshop 
07/01/2013 

D meson:  
Rather strong 
dependence of 
pA evolution 
with rapidity   



 

 Benefits from measurement on a wide rapidity domain, 
effects are strongly depending on « rapidity » (PT too) 

 Still to weight the different processes , often leading to 
qualitatively similar   rapidity pattern. Needed for AA. 
Questions the basic knowledges of collision.  

  dramatic effects  appears when going from pp to pA (dAu):  
-  Psiprime suppression and additional suppression  
-  Upsilon backward eventual suppression  (suggested at RHIC,  seen 
at FNAL)  ? 

- Backward  and central Y increase of the open HF  
  Strong Open/hidden backward difference 

 
  PDF or Eloss and/or breakup ? (PDF: second order effect  (not 

scaling with X2) ?   

 Quarkonia:  QGP thermometer in AA ,  CNM chronometer 
in pA?   

 Let’s continue  toward the motion picture of the  collisions !  
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